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About This Game

Roadclub is a top-down view 2D racing game with realistic handling made in a custom 3D engine. Make your mark on the
online leaderboards and challenge your friends and foes in 4-player local splitscreen races.

Enter the season-based career mode where you try to ascend the divisions of Roadclub League to one day finally challenge the
reigning Roadclub Master for his title in an epic Showdown. Collect and upgrade cars along the way to get an edge over the

competition as you reach to be among the elite in this exclusive underground club.

Story

From traffic fatalities to local police forces, street racing is extremely dangerous. It is also a way of life for many. Needing a
place to go, street racers founded a club. A place where some of the best drivers in the world compete and race among

themselves. A culture where only their own rules apply. This is Roadclub.

Without the spotlight and backing of multi-billion dollar car corporations, these racers tear up long forgotten tracks with the lust
of competition and victory pumping through their blood, with the ultimate goal: to be the best among their peers.

And now you're finally a member, ready to show them what you’re made of.

Unique features!

Semi-simulation handling physics. Feel your car’s personalities like seldom seen in a 2D top-down game with
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amazingly detailed car handling. Everything from tyre grip to drivetrain, transmission, engine, weight distribution and air
resistance are modeled which makes every race and car feel unique and a lot harder to fully master.

4-player local splitscreen mode. Invite a party of friends to race in 4-player local splitscreen multiplayer mode!

Online lap leaderboards. Prove yourself globally or among your friends on the Steam Leaderboards.

Challenging racing AI opponents that makes mistakes. Your rival club members knows how to drive, but they are
also (almost human) and make mistakes from time to time. Several difficulty levels takes Roadclub from a stroll in the
park to a full-on brutal experience. If you’re not used to this kind of game, even the lowest setting might be a challenge.

Single-player Career Mode. Begin your journey towards glory among your peers in the division-based Roadclub
Career mode where you can get promoted or relegated depending on your performance and finally face off against the
reigning Roadclub Master and take his title. Meet evolving career opponents - the next time you bump into a club
member they might have an upgraded or a even new car, just like you!

Track editor with Steam Workshop sharing. Make your own tracks and share with the world! Or, just play creations
other players have made in the Roadclub Steam Workshop.

Smart top-down camera. You'll always see what's ahead and the camera zooms in on the action for the slower, trickier
parts.

Dynamic and destructible environments. Advanced weather system that affects visibility and car handling.
Destructible objects that rip apart as you smash into them.

Play custom Time Trial, Single Race and Elimination events. Set up the rules for yourself without risking your own
car and just have fun!

Licensed soundtrack by electronic indie legend Andrew "Zircon" Aversa! Rock to the racing music - and calm
down to the breezier menu songs.

A brief Roadclub history

Roadclub is an insane passion project made mostly by two guys (Benny and Ralf) with some help from our friends.
Development time spans several thousands of hours during about seven relatively active development years in our spare time

since we started in 2004 when we met at college.

The game runs on our own ol’ SolidEngine based on DirectX9 that we made way back when the real engines weren’t free. This
has been an awesome learning experience but sadly also means constraints in what we can do without changing or massively

updating the engine (release platforms, multiplayer..). Roadclub has went through many iterations over the years and the original
version was finally on sale in late 2008. Since we were greenlit on Steam in 2015 we spent these past two years upgrading the
game to the state it’s in now. If you decide to support our crazy endeavor we'll be eternally grateful and maybe we'll be able to

start a new, perhaps a bit smaller, project in the future. So thanks so much for your support, we really appreciate it!

Steam version upgrades

This is the remastered Steam version of the original Roadclub released in 2008. We've improved it in tons of ways since we
were greenlit in 2015. Here are the most important improvements:

Added Steam features like achievements, cloud save and leaderboards.
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Added 2-player local splitscreen multiplayer. Race your best friend or nemesis to show them who’s boss!

HD resolution and widescreen support (the original was hardcoded to 800x600). It now also has experimental support for
ultra-wide 21:9 screens for larger individual splitscreen views!

Full controller support, using both DirectInput and XInput which means that the game supports older USB gamepads,
sticks and wheels, not just modern Xbox controllers like most games today.

Remade most of the user interface. We’ve redesigned every screen to make the game easier to use. We know there’s
even more to be done here but it’s a good foundation.

Remade tons of art assets and increased texture and track resolutions.

Put AI drivers through some training and gave them some new shopping tactics between races.

Improved the car physics in several ways balancing speed and handling to make it the most fun to play.

Added new tracks and removed old ones that didn't make the cut. We now value quality and diversity over quantity.
More tracks can always be added later.

Remade all the cars (some art assets are the same). Even more to come.

Rewrote huge parts of the almost 100k lines of code to be more maintainable and less prone to bugs.

Squashed a ton of those pesky insects (bugs) after lots of testing by a lot more people than the last release (which was
mostly ourselves).

A little note about feedback

My day job (Benny) is working as a frontend developer where listening to user feedback is key to designing successful user
interfaces and getting happy users. We are just as serious about this here and will listen to all your thoughts and take them to

heart. Still, as any good designer knows, the final decision on what changes needs to lie with the designer or you’ll end up with a
mess created by a mass of wills. That said, you’re doomed if you aren’t listening to your players and incorporating their

comments if possible. So let us hear it! The good, bad and ugly - we want it all to make Roadclub the best game possible for you
and frankly ourselves, you gotta love your creation or noone else will!

Thank you for playing Roadclub!
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual core processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 10 capable hardware

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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roadclub league racing download. roadclub league racing

Pure racing in the old school, top down fashion. Reminds me of the old classics RC Pro Am on the NES and Rock'n Rol Racing
on the SNES / Megadrive, but with real physics and crispy new graphics including weather effects like fog!

. This game is classic, it feels like one of those racing games back in the days
extra here is the league, the car store, upgrades.
they have 9 or 10 different tracks wich dont really get bored to race on
great game to play with others to, hopely this will support online multiplayer to one day

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IQ10Q33Cv48. If you like the classic Death Rally, you're deffinetly gonna like this. The
thing I like most about this game is the ladder system: you build your little car up from nothing, earn money -> buy better cars,
upgrade them with engine/handling/more nitro etc and become the top of the league to progress to the next league.

The dev team has been more than helpful to me and the game is realy fun to play. It's a definite buy for me.. Very fun game,
been playing it since I was a beta tester. Ignore the lack of hours, I've played it a lot more offline.. Like racing? Like retro top
down racing? Then this game is for you. So far I've only played the campaign and it's great. Essentially youre thown into a
racing league starting at the bottom with multiple AI racers. Your goal is to the to the top and advance through all of the
divisions. Along the way the AI rivals also move up or down in the divisions as well based on their performance. You can buy,
upgrade, and sell cars on your journey. There's damage, there's weather, the cars handle differently based on RWD FWD and
AWD. Overall, this is a very feature rich top down racer, probably the best I've ever seen.. This is a tidy little game.

There isn't too much to say about it, since what the game advertises is exactly what you get. There shouldn't be any surprises for
you. It's a good, not too serious racing experience with league promotion and relegation which is a really nice touch.

New players shouldn't be frustrated by this. I stink - I doubt anyone reading this is as bad at racing games as I am - and I never at
any point have felt like I'm totally uncompetitive in the SP mode. I never play MP and can't comment on how good that is.

Honestly we need more games like this. It's almost impossible now to find a decent racing game which doesn't require $90
worth of extra peripherals which I'm not willing to clutter up my den with.

Overall this is well worth it. You won't be disappointed.. ENG:

-Developers promises to me lot of good features that i looking\/wish for but, then they change their maind & don't add them. I
can't recoment this game because, promises get broken & i can't trust this developer team any more or ever in future.

FIN:

-Pelin kehitt\u00e4j\u00e4t lupasivat paljon hyvi\u00e4 ominaisuuksia mit\u00e4 min\u00e4 olen halunut mutta, sitten
kehitt\u00e4j\u00e4t muuttivan mielt\u00e4\u00e4n & eiv\u00e4t lis\u00e4\u00e4 niit\u00e4. En voi en\u00e4\u00e4n
suositella t\u00e4t\u00e4 peli\u00e4, koska lupaukset ovat rikottu ja en voi en\u00e4\u00e4n jatkossa luottaa t\u00e4h\u00e4n
tiimiin tai en\u00e4\u00e4n tulevaisuudessa.. A great old-school top down racer. If you liked (or even heard of!?) Super Cars
and Super Cars 2 this will be right up your street (see what I did there?). The game takes the basic fun of old style arcade racing
games and adds a whole bunch of modern elements such as analogue steering and throttle control giving the game more nuance
than one would at first presume.

The game play is solid, the presentation is great and the developer is both active and communicative.

Highly recommended and well worth the full asking price. :). the idea is nice, its fun, I just think the content is has by now
doesnt make it worth 9 euros...
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imma give it another try when there is
a) more content or
b) more stuff in the workshop
or c) its on sale....

but I like the concept and that you can upgrade your car and all that...
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ENG:

-Developers promises to me lot of good features that i looking/wish for but, then they change their maind & don't add them. I
can't recoment this game because, promises get broken & i can't trust this developer team any more or ever in future.

FIN:

-Pelin kehittäjät lupasivat paljon hyviä ominaisuuksia mitä minä olen halunut mutta, sitten kehittäjät muuttivan mieltään & eivät
lisää niitä. En voi enään suositella tätä peliä, koska lupaukset ovat rikottu ja en voi enään jatkossa luottaa tähän tiimiin tai enään
tulevaisuudessa.. A very solid top-down racing game, bringing the arcady goodness of top down racers of old and blending a
handling model that is closer to more modern racing games.

Sharp high res textures, intelligent AI drivers that have individual driving styles (from rookies that run off the track, to pros that
seldom make mistakes).

Varied tracks from traditional circuits to down town streets to snow and dirt tracks.

Cars that handle differently from each other, from oversteer prone RWDs to understeering FWDs with upgrades that you can
feel immediately.

Great value for its current price, with humble devs that can handle and respond to player feedback and suggestions, with each
patching adding more content to the game.. Early Access top-down racing game. 'Nuff said.. the idea is nice, its fun, I just think
the content is has by now
doesnt make it worth 9 euros...
imma give it another try when there is
a) more content or
b) more stuff in the workshop
or c) its on sale....

but I like the concept and that you can upgrade your car and all that.... The game is great the only problem is the handling, other
then that its great. But why play it, if the handling is going to make you not have a chance. When this gets fixed I will change my
rating, the time I put is enough to know the handling is not good.. When this game popped up on my store page I thought it was
something like the top-down racers from the C64/Commodore Amiga era.

Turns out it's more of a sim than an arcade racer.

This is not a bad thing though, it just means that it won't be a 'quick bash with your mates' kind of game like Rally Speedway or
Micro Machines, but it takes a bit more planning.
It also means you will have to learn what upgrades/tuning are required to keep winning.

All in all it looks like a great game to spend a lot of time on this winter.

Oh, and the developers are listening to the players, and want this game to be the most fun possible for everyone.

If you like top-down racers with a bit of depth, this is a no-brainer. GET IT! :-). Very promising early access top-down racer
promoting more simulation aspects of racing compared to most top-down racers. Provides a welcome career mode spanning
multiple divisions for increased progression. As a far of top-down racers, but always wishing for a more "serious" title in the
genre, this definitely seems like it. The devs are also very responsive in chasing bugs and feedback, and give a quick turn around
for bug reports and fixes. As an early access title this has probably has good a support as I've seen.
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